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Download this Libreoffice/Openoffice Document

This file can be downloaded from the blenderartists thread, which, presumaly, you downloaded it
from already. In more detail you have to:

1. Navigate to www.blenderartists.org

2. Click on the resources forum

3. Find the thread titled 'Tutorial Template'

4. Download the .odt file from the first post

5. If prompted, chose to save the file, and pick a location you are likely to remember

Adding Text and Images

Navigate to the start  menu, and select 'OpenOffice'  or 'Libreoffice.'  Chances are that Microsoft
Word will work, but I haven't tested it.

Whenever you add things to the document, be sure to
use  the  styles  window  (f11  on  the  keyboard).  Step
headings  are  'Heading1'  and  the  box  will  be  added
automagically.

Use spell check

Add images and whatever you like, such as the one to
the  right.  The  box  will  be  added  automatically.  Be
sensible with what graphics you include. Screenshots are
useful, but don't use them as an excuse to not explain
things verbally. It is much easier to search through text
than to hunt through an image file.
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Adding Code

To maintain consistency, please use PEP008 on your code this means code must have:

• Indentation of four spaces

• Have variables with under_scores

• Use docstrings

It must also be formatted nicely for putting in this document. Unfortunately Libreoffice does not
have a good way to do this, so we will use the website http://tohtml.com/ to do highlighting for us.
Simply paste your code into the big box, select 'Python' as the code type, and select 'Navy' as the
color scheme. Now copy and paste the preview into LibreOffice. You will then have to set the font
size to 10pt. This will result in code like:

import bge
import math

'''This module is a complete lighting solution.
It will restrict the number of lights and manage how
lights and shadows are arranged to give the appearance
of these lights existing.

Created by sdfgeoff
Version 1 r3'''

MAX_LIGHTS = 8            #Max of 16
MAX_SHADOW_LIGHTS = 5     #Max of 8

def manager(cont):
    '''This function manages the lighting. It should be run in the main
    scene every couple of frames.'''
    
    if 'init' not in cont.owner:
        cont.owner['init'] = True

Libreoffice will highlight the extra spaces in front of writing, but these are not shown in exported
documents.
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Attaching Blendfiles

Sometimes it is nice to add a blendfile to your work, so you can enter a tutorial at a certain position,
or to show off the result of a tutorial. You can pack files inside pdf's, and so if you run a windows
computer, feel free to do so. Unfortunately for us guys using Linux, it's a little harder. You can do it
using pdftk, but it's just easier to distribute the tutorial pdf inside a zip containing all the other
blends as well.

Just a note on blends for the tutorials: Please keep filesize as small as possible. People don't like
downloading huge files.
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